Fel Pro Gaskets Torque Tables Complete Cylinder Head
Torque Specifications For Domestic Imported Passenger
Cars And Light Trucks Form 486 96
torque tables - olympic brake supply - engine repair fel-pro® offers comprehensive coverage of virtually
every engine repair opportunity, from complete rebuilds to the replacement of a gaskets amc hemi - indy
cylinder - gaskets. a-engine (wide” x tall”) 360-g1-270 head gasket fel-pro .040” wire ring up to 4.125” bore (1008) ..... 120.00 torque tablestm - old way rods - use a non-hardening gasket sealer sealers are not
required on fel-pro permatorque® head gaskets. however, embossed steel shim, copper-faced, or steel-faced
gaskets should be coated with a non-hardening cylinder head gaskets - fme-cat - multi-layer steel (mls)
head gaskets a new development in head gasket technology is the muiti-layer steel gasket (mls). at first
glance, these gaskets look like old-fashioned steel shim gaskets, but they are very "high-tech." exhaust &
collector gaskets - nickson industries - nickson page 219 exhaust gasket interchange ni # rol number
marwil number ap/goerlich's number walker number fel-pro number notes 13001 eg24001 g1b n/a n/a n/a
13002 eg24002 g2b n/a n/a n/a 13003 eg24003 g3b n/a n/a n/a 13004 eg24004 g4b n/a n/a n/a 13010
eg24010 g10b 8710 n/a 9095 prices are subject to change - b-1 heads - aluminum rods.....$1500.00 & up
+ balancing steel eagle rods & crankshafts.....(quote per application) ghx industrial, llc - ghxinc - ghx
industrial, llc ghx industrial, llc is a highly recognized value-added distributor and fabricator of industrial
gaskets and hoses, with fabricating warehouses throughout the united states. 440-1k max wedge aluminum
ich kit includes: part # 440-h1 ... - 440-1k max wedge aluminum ich kit includes: part # 440-h1-1k 440-1as
head assembly 400 or 440-2 or -3 manifold 400 or 440-6 valley cover 440-7 or 8 valve covers 440-11 rocker
shaft stud kit 440-4 rocker assembly (1.5 or 1.6 ratio) bhj products, inc. parts list & instructions - bhj
products, inc. parts list & instructions product name: o-ring groove cutter bhj part#: org-3 mopar 8.75 rear
differential information - mopar 8.75” rear differential information sure grip is the performance type of
differential that enables both rear tires to turn under power for better launch traction. sure grip is the chrysler
name for a limited slip differential was optional on the 8-3/4" axles, 1958-1974. high performance enginetech - high performance gm ls edition the general motors ls series of engines debuted in 1997 with the
c5 corvette as the all aluminum ls1 v8. it was known as the gen iii small-block v8.
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